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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 128
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.3in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1921 Excerpt: . . . and a modified set of teeth known as
canine teeth, which are used for killing and tearing their prey. At this point it may be of particular
interest to call attention to the fact that in earlier years, such as, for example, in the STONE AGE
and the BRONZE AGE, MAN had a greater need for this same type of teeth for fighting purposes. As
time went on, this variety of teeth known as canine teeth, which he possessed in conjunction with
other varieties, has degenerated compared to its previously very marked development. So we find
the IRON AGE, as well as the later periods of human development, in which wonderfully constructed
cutting and fighting implements were used considerably (to take the place of his canine teeth), that
these teeth were greatly reduced in their general development. The sixth class, the RODENTS,
include squirrels, rats, beavers,...
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A very wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Stone K unz e-- Mr . Stone K unz e

This ebook might be worthy of a read, and far better than other. it was writtern really flawlessly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to learn.
-- Pr of . Ruben D'Am or e PhD-- Pr of . Ruben D'Am or e PhD
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